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It has become quite difficult to give a complete view of a field which, almost 
unknown in most mathematical circles 15 years ago, has grown to such an extent that 
one begins to feel the need for good books of exposition summarizing all the pre
ceding work. A fair description of all the aspects of homogenization would be Im
possible to consider in such a reduced space, but the field can certainly be well 
attacked with the basic set of references [A] to [F] : two books specialized in the 
periodic case, one by A. BENSOUSSAN, J.L. LIONS and G. PAPANICOLAOU [B] and one by 
E. SANCHEZ-PALENCIA [c], one summer school on homogenization [E] and three confer
ences dedicated to the questions of inhomogeneous or disordered media and homogen
ization from either a physicist or a mathematician point of view [A], [D] and [P ] . 

I want to describe here the evolution of some ideas which I have encountered 
or introduced in the field* Although some technical results may be described in an 
impersonal way if they can be derived from basic methods by anyone who is asked to 
perform them, ideas should be tied to persons : the field has developped mostly 
through the interactive work of a small group of specialists, and I prefer a person
al point of view on these questions (that many will find biased) to the kind of 
Impersonal compilation of articles that library oriented people prefer, who often 
forget to quote the author of ideas that they have heard, sometimes directly, with 
the fallacious pretext that they have not been printed yet. 

Evolution of some ideas 

Under the name homogenization are collected all the mathematical results who 
help understanding the relations between the raicrostucture of a material and its 
macroscopic properties. Although such a goal has been the concern of physicists for 
a long time, it is only recently that mathematicians have found different ways to 
attack this kind of questions : indeed, if the notion of effective coefficients has 
been discussed at length by physicists, it is difficult to find a precise mathemat
ical definition of what is meant by this term. There were some mathematicians, like 
J.B. KELLER, who did understand what it was and attacked the question using probab
ilistic ideas, but the earlier mathematical result in a non probabilistic setting 
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seems to be due to S. SPAGNOLO (1967). His work was not motivated by any application 
and was concerned by an abstract problem of convergence of Green's functions for 
second order elliptic equations : it was then called G-convergence. An Italian 
school grew then, under the scientific influence of E. DeGIORGI, more concerned with 
convergence questions than with application of these ideas to continuum mechanics 
and physics; an account of this different point of view and of the related notion of 
T-convergence can be found in the book of H. ATTOUCH [l]. 

In France the first mathematical results in that direction were made by F. 
MURAT (1970); he was looking at an academic question of optimization where one 
controls the coefficient of a second order elliptic equation and he also found 
strange phenomena concerning the convergence of minimizing sequences* Interested by 
his results, I started collaborating with him on that question, and after solving a 
more general problem we became aware of the Italian school and of the interpretation 
of relating microscopic and macroscopic quantities in some articles of E. SANCHEZ-
PALENCIA, who was using the approach of multiscale expansions. We did not write much 
of our results but, although we had no knowledge of specific problems, we were 
motivated mostly by optimal design questions. After these early results I tried to 
understand applications to physics because I could describe the question of the 
relation between microscopic and macroscopic levels with the mathematical tool of 
weak convergence. I thought at that time that physicists had not understood this 
question of homogenization because we had found that they were concerned with giving 
an effective conductivity coefficient for a mixture of two Isotropic materials in 
term of the proportions used and this was in contradiction with our results : a 
mixture could be anisotropic and (except in one dimension) the effective conductivi
ty tensor could not be determined from the knowledge of the proportions alone. He 
had obtained very simple bounds on the effective coefficients at the time but we 
were not yet able to characterize the materials that could be obtained by mixing two 
different isotropic materials. During a stay in Madison (1974-75), I simplified the 
proofs, mostly by a repeted use of the div-curl lemma that I had just found with F. 
MURAT, and found references about other approaches by G. PAPANICOLAOU, who used a 
probabilistic framework, and by J.B. KELLER who had worked in that field for some 
time then. I was also told about the work of I. BABUSKA who was concerned with some 
applications in engineering, and when I came back to France I found that J.L. LIONS 
was working with A. BENSOUSSAN and G. PAPANICOLAOU in situations with periodic 
microstructure. The book that they wrote later ([B]) is a basic reference for the 
periodic setting, but from my point of view the assumption of periodicity was un
necessary; indeed, in order to prove the convergence of some of the formal expans
ions obtained by the multiscale approach, they often had to use the simplifying 
ideas that I had derived for the general case (they quoted my ideas as an energy 
method, which is inappropriate). In a series of lectures in Paris in 1977 I had 
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discussed of different improvements that I had made from the initial work with F. „ 
MURAT, but the corresponding notes of this "cours Peccot" were never written; one 
can sometime find references to it which show that some later improvements had their 
roots in this course which contained the basic tools for other cases, like domains 
with holes and some nonlinaar problems. F. MURAT did write some part of the homogen-
ization results in a similar course and coined the denomination H-convergence to 
describe my approach to these questions. My main idea was that homogenization probl
ems were explained through the repeted use of a general argument that F. MURAT and 
myself had obtained as an improvement of our div-curl lemma : he had called it comp
ensated compactness, but, as it became clear to me later, this was the first diaft 
of what should become a general theory of oscillations in nonlinear partial differ
ential equations [2]. Having still a lot of open questions to solve in our approach 
of optimal design, F. MURAT and myself were alone avoiding the periodicity assum
ptions used by most of the french school. 

Obtaining better bounds on effective coefficients was one of my main concern, 
and I devised a method based on compensated compactness which required to guess 
quite technical quadratic quantities and it was only in 1980 that I found the way to 
apply it to bound the effective conductivity of isotropic mixtures; as I was visit
ing New-York, I immediately learned from G. PAPANICOLAOU and R. KOHN of earlier 
bounds obtained by Z. HASHIN & S. SHTRIKMAN (1962). I realized the extent of what 
physicists "knew" on the question ([A]) and heard for the first time about the ideas 
of D. BERGMAN. Indeed these bounds were the same than mine, but the first part of 
their argument could hardly be considered as a proof (their intuition was good, 
indeed, but it is only" recently that R. KOHN & G. MILTON have been able to write a 
complete proof following the same lines); the second part of their paper showed that 
the bounds were optimal and they used a classical formula for a sphere imbedded in a 
uniform medium : this part was easy to transpose to my setting and this concluded my 
proof of the characterization of the isotropic materials that could be obtained by 
mixing two isotropic materials with given proportions (in any dimension). I tried 
then to generalize that characterization to anisotropic mixtures with F. MURAT, and 
the main technical difficulty was overcome by explicit formulas for ellipsoids, 
which appeared to be linked to ellipsoidal coordinates. 1 presented the result at a 
meeting in New-York ([D]), but wrote the details only much liter ([3]). The charact
erization that I had found with F. MURAT was the conclusion of a research related to 
optimal design questions and, beginning to overcome difficulties in writing, we 
finally published our first joint paper in [E]; by that time we knew that another 
group had found that optimal design problems could often have no classical solution 
because of an homogenization effect and that some kind of mixture could be optimal : 
in Leningrad, LUR'IE and his coworkers had discovered some paradoxes in studying 
more realistic situations from an engineering point of view. This is an application 
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of homogenlzatlon techniques which is now receiving more attention ([D],[F)). 

There were precise formulas expressing the effective coefficients In the per
iodic case (that were often quoted as explicit) which consisted in solving a few 
boundary problems on a period cell; the only situation known (for a diffusion equat
ion) where everything could be written explicitly was related to our computation for 
confocal ellipsoids, which contained as particular limiting cases both concentric 
spheres and plane layers. However there were some situations where the effective 
coefficient could be computed, because of symmetries, without any knowledge of the 
internal field in the composite material : the earlier remark of this kind, due to 
J.B. KELLER (1964), shows that an infinite checkerboard made with two isotropic 
material is macroscopically isotropic and that its conductivity is the geometric 
mean of the two conductivities. Following the ideas of D. BERGMAN ([A], [ E ] ) it was 
then classical, when discussing the effective properties of a mixture, to fix the 
geometry of the different interfaces and to consider the conductivities of the dif
ferent components used as many parameters; D. BERGMAN was considering a global quan
tity, like the stored energy, and he noticed that his function could be extended to 
complex values of the parameters and was satisfying some special properties which 
enabled him to use some representation theorem (for one complex variable, the basic 
property is to map the upper half plane into itself, referred as Herglotz's proper
ty; it leads, by Cauchy's representation theorem, to Stieltjes functions and there 
is a close connection with questions of PadS approximants). In 1982, I discussed 
with many of the idea that functions "â la Bergman" could create a new mathematical 
tool that will enable to study completely both evolution of mixtures and instabil
ities of interfaces. The first step in this direction was to define a local matrix 
valued function in the spirit of the global scalar function used by D. BERGMAN and, 
although we did not write the details then, I discussed with F. MURAT about it : it 
was easy to da the abstract part from what we knew, but there were technical diffic
ulties due »:o the matrix setting and we did not know any analogous representation 
theorem that could help us. Anyway our program of studying the materials that could 
be created by mixing precise quantities of given constituents, became concerned with 
characterizing the "generalized Bergman's functions" (in the scalar case G. MILTON 
had characterized the two-dimensional case corresponding to mixing two materials). 

A formula for layers had been known for a long time : F. MURAT had obtained it 
in his early work and I had taught how to write it in a more intrisic way when lay
ering arbitrary materials in arbitrary directions. Although I thought that our cons
truction of ellipsoids could hardly be avoided, I wa3 quite surprised when P. BRAIDY 
and D. POUILLOUX showed (1982) that the same materials could be obtained by iterated 
layers in orthogonal directions; unexpectedly, their material had the same Bergman's 
function than the one made with coated ellipsoids. A year later, I discovered a 
better way to look'at the formula for layers. I first used the formula that I knew 
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to compute the differential variation of the conductivity tensor when one adds an 
infinitesimal layer of a material with general conductivity tensor A in an arbitrary 
direction e; this argument gave me a differential equation (each choice of A and e 
defining a vector field in the space of matrices) which, by Integration gave me a 
formula for layers (equivalent to the one I knew, of course) which had the advantage 
of a better analytic form which made reiteration easy and this gave a generalization 
of the construction of P. BRAIDY and D. POUILLOUX (who had assumed a common basis of 
eigenvectors for the two materials that they were mixing, as did, independently, 
LUR'IE and his collaborators). Atier discussing it with R. KOHN, I realized that 
there was a quicker way to obtain the result and I wrote a few months later the 
details of this simplified approach [3]. Meanwhile I had discussed with G. MILTON 
who had, independently, used the same differential idea in his constructions related 
to the effective medium theory and I thought of using my approach (which was more 
general) to understand more on the construction of the "generalized Bergman's funct
ion" : I had noticed that the reiteration of the formula for layers could be done at 
the level of the differential equation that I had obtained and this was a classical 
relaxation process "â la Pontryaguln" when one understood the construction of new 
composite materials as traveling in the space of matrices (with a mathematically 
oriented mind, I did not assume that my conductivity tensors were symmetric, which I 
thought to be non physical until I found in a paper of D. BERGMAN that this happened 
in the Hall effect). For each choice of A and e, one had a vector field in the space 
of matrices and jumping from one vector field to another at high frequency made 
possible to go in an average direction, described at a mathematical level by a prob
ability measure "â la L.C. Young" with support In the set of matrices A correspond
ing to the materials at our disposition and the set of unit vectors e. In his const
ruction, G. MILTON gave the same weight to all vectors e (which Is the case of the 
formula for concentric spheres) and, as he was interested in mixing two materials 
with proportion 9 and (1-9), the answer he had found appeared to be the statlonnary 
solution corresponding to my average vector field associated to a combination of 
Dirac masses. I could easily generalize with an arbitrary probability measure, but 
remarked that stationary solutions of my average (in A,e) differential equation 
could not span all the materials that could be constructed; I thought of using per
iodic solutions instead of only constant ones and I conjectured that they would give 
the characterization that I was looking for. As the differential equation that I had 
obtained was of Riccati type, for which some algebraic properties are known, I 
thought that this would end in very explicit formulas but I could not conclude. This 
was the extent of what I knew in May 1985 when I openly presented this last idea in 
discussing some question in nonlinear elasticity (I believe that understanding con
nections between different questions studied at the moment Is the clue for develop-
plng a new mathematical tool that will unify these apparently unrelated questions. 
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The model problem 

The mathematical models considered "are systems of partial differential equat

ions, supposed to describe some properties at a scale E, and we want to understand 

what will happen to the solutions If e tends to 0. More generally one considers 

oscillating solutions of some classical equation and try to describe the limits of 

different quantities. This leads first to prove some results that have been accepted 

for a long time and then to Identify more delicate situations where the answer, when 

the mathematician finally obtains it, can differ from the rules that physicists have 

been using. It should not be forgotten that the more important open problems are 

related to hyperbolic equations, but for reasons of limited space, and because it is 

still necessary to simplify the mathematical results obtained, we will only consider 

a diffusion equation, where the temperature 9 satisfies 

(1) 

- £ ~-(Kf4(x)|^-) - 0 in Q 
i,j 9 x i i j Ô X j 

9 (x) » T(x) given on the boundary of Q. 

The censor K is symmetric positive (KI for an isotropic material) and e is a posit

ive parameter which will tend to 0 : a typical problem of homogenization corresponds 

to rapid variations of K in x with a characteristic length ?., for example 

E X 

(2) K. .(x) » c. .(x,—) with c(x,y) periodic in y (period cell denoted by Y). 
X J 1J E 

£ 0 

As one expects, 9 converges, as =; tends to 0, to a fonction 3 , but its derivatives 

only converge weakly (the analog of taking the mean value in y in case (2)). 6 is 

the temperature in a material having a conductivity tensor K which presents slow 

variations with respect to x, and the main difficulty Is to understand what are the 
- 39 £ 

weak limits of terms like K^ . T — . In case (2) there are formulas for "computing" 

K°(x), corresponding to the harmonic mean in dimension 1 

(3) <°(x) - (i [Y c(x,y)- 1dyr 1, 
o 

E £ O 

but not as simple in dimension greater. If K (x) - K (x)I, then K (x) need not be of 

this form so one of the goal of the mathematical theory of homogenization Is to 
identify types of equations which are stable for some convergences like weak conv

ergence. K is not obtained by averaging simple functions of K , although one does 

find formulas iti books giving properties of mixtures in term of proportions : in 
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dimension greater than 1 such formulas are wrong from a mathematical point of view, 

but they can be quite accurate from a practical point of view because they are appr

oximations obtained under some kind of information upon the repartition of the cons

tituents (which is rarely explicit or replaced by an invocation to randomness). In 

case (2) one obtains K by solving a few partial differential equations on the 
N 

period cell Y. For x fixed and a vector X of R , one seeks a function w satisfying 

ôw, 

(4) 

" ̂  i ^ V ^ " ° 

w - X.y periodic on Y, 
X 

and K (x)X is given by the formula 

ôw. 
(5) (K°(x)X), - 4 r Z / c.,(x,y)r-*ay Tïïî ir 'ay, 

where JY| is the volume of the period cell Y. For a given x, K (x) is known from the 

solutions for N independent X (symmetries often simplify these computations). Then 

(6) 

^ ( « f e - * (weakly) -trrt- / c..(x,y) 
ij v 7dx TÏÏ if 'âyyx(x) 

dy 

with X(x) - grade (x), 

,e ae .ae so in general K,.r— does not converge to K £ ^ ( x ) ^ ~ £ o r e a c h J» although 

(7) I Kij( x>ff- * (weakly) E ^W^T 

and 

(8) 
, ae t ae e ae e aee 

i f j j i I » J J 1 

Without going into the details or the physical interpretation of these results, we 
£ E C 

want to notice that they rely on the fact that the vector fields E » -grade and D 

- K E are such that curl E and div D are (bounded) square integrable functions; 
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the definition of v. has analogies with experimental methods for "identifying" K°. 

Layered media 

If the coefficients only depend of one variable, say x., the effective coeff

icients are obtained by simple weak limits (averages in y in case (2)) : here 

(9 ) 

( K 1 1 ) - 1 "" < w e a k l v > < K n r l 

K l j ( K l i r l * < w e a k l v > K î j< K ï i>" 1 

K i i ( K i i } " 1 "* < w e a k l y> K n ( K ï i ) - 1 

K i j " K i i K î j ( K i i r i - < t f e a k l v > K î j - K n K î j ( K ï i r l 

and this is valid without symmetry assumptions on K. If the material used are isotr

opic, the effective material is anisotropic (with partial isotropy In x.,..,x^ : 

K-t is the harmonic mean of the tc , K the arithmetic mean for j * 1 and all others 

coefficients are zero (notice that the geometric parameter of the direction of the 

layers cannot be deduced from the proportions used). Formula (9) consists in perf

orming three successive operations : first a nonlinear mapping which transforms the 

tensor K into a list of quantities, here (Kin)-1» K n ^ K i i ^ - 1 ' K i i ^ K n ^ _ 1 ' a n d K n ~ 

K K ( K l i r
1 ; then a li near operation of weak limit (integrating in y in case (2)); 

finally the reciprocal transformation of the one used in the first step. This is an 

example of a general algorithm for layered media (for elliptic systems, not necess

arily linear) which uses here only the information that curl E and dlv D are square 

Integrable functions : It implies that the components of the vector V * (D ,E ,..,-

E„) cannot oscillate while those of the vector V, <* (E, ,D ,• • ,D„) may; writing the 
N d 1 Z N 

constitutive law D - KE in the equivalent form V • MV , defines a nonlinear mapping 

4 which asociates M to K and the formula for the layers says that $(K ) converges 

weakly to *(K ). Mixing two materials of conductivity tensors A and B with proport

ions 9 and (1-9) in layers perpendicular to an arbitrary vector e, produces an ef

fective tensor B(9) given by 

(10) B(9) - 9A + (1-9)B - 9 ( l - 9 ) ( B - A ) 9 ( B e e ) ^ J . e ) ( A e e ) ( B - A ) 

which can be written as 
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(ii) < B O ) A) 1 - Q + _ _ _ _ (1-6) (Ae.e)' 

a formula «ore adequate adding successive layers with different directions e, but 
with the same material A. An infinitesimal layer leads to the differential equation 

( 12) §=A-B-(A-B) T|Jf y<A-B), 

which enables to add layers in any direction e with any material A. Each (e,A) def
ines a vector field in the space of matrices and, by a classical relaxation process 
(following ideas of L.C. Young and Pontryaguln) one can approach an averaged field 

(13) ^ •= .-(t,B) - (/, A - B - (A-B)Je ^(A-B)) 

where u is a probability measure in (e,A). If u is independent of t, the station-
nary points of (13), solutions of F(B) = 0, play an important role; in a similar 
way, if u is periodic, one can consider the periodic solutions of (13) who take 
values B which can be constructed with the different materials A used by the meas -
ures n , with proportions that can be easily computed from the \i • 

Bounds on effective coefficients 
In dimension greater than 1 the knowledge of proportions cannot characterize 

the effective conductivity tensor and It is important to know precise bounds. Let us 
denote by K (x) and K (x) the harmonic and arithmetic means 

(14) (K G(x)) _ 1 + (weakly) ( K " ( X ) ) _ 1 ; K e(x) • 'weakly) K +(x) 

which are average resistivity and conductivity tensors, and give bounds for K 

(15) K~(x) < K°(x) < K +(x). 

In the Isotropic case, we have scalar functions < (x) and K (X) and the pigenvalues 
of K°(x) fall between K (x) and K (x) (in the case of layers one eigenvalue is K (X) 
and the others are < (x)). The matrix K (x) also satisfies some other Inequalities, 
but the question of finding the optimal bounds for K (x) is not understood in gener
al. For two isotropic materials of conductivity a and p (with a < B) we vse the 
local proportion 9 of the material of conductivity o so that 

(16) *" ( X ) " (1 - 9<»))P + 0(x)« ; * + ( x ) " ( 1 " 6 ( X ) ) 0 £ - °< X> P' 
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and the eigenvalues A..(x) of the effective matrix K°(x) must satisfy 

K <x) < \°(x) < < +(x) for all j 

(17) 

N - 1 
i i tc (x^ - a K (x) - a 

N - 1 
J P - V*) - K (x) p - K (X) 

These inequalities are optimal and, in order to express the result when the effect
ive material is isotropic, we use the following quantity E (Y,6;n), which is linked 
to the case of spherical inclusions of an isotropic material of conductivity y i 0 1 -

bedded, with proportion n, into a material of conductivity 5 (in dimension N) 

(18) 
EN(Y,6;n) - S 

= T) Y - 6 
EN(Y,6;n) + (N-l)6 " y + (N-l)ô 

If all the X.(x) are equal to tc (x) one obtains 

(19) EN(f3,a;l-e(x)) < K (x) < EN(a,p;9(x)) 

which are the classical bounds of Z. HASHIN and S. SHTRIKMAN, attained in the case 
of concentric spheres, while the anisotropic bounds (17) are attained by confocal 
ellipsoids; using different variational principles, which express the fact that the 
solution of (1) minimizes some functional, one can obtain other bounds on the ef
fective conductivity which take into account more information than the proportions 
used. D. BERGMAN has developped the idea of changing the conductivities while keep
ing the same raicrogeometry (see [A],[D],[E],[F], where one will also find the relat
ed work of G. MILTON) : if one takes a » 1, P * z, and assumes that the effective 
material is isotropic with tensor B(z)I (it does not depend on x If the coefficients 
are periodic) the main remark Is that B can be extended to the complex plane with a 
cut on the real negative axis into a holomorphlc function mapping the upper half 
plane into itself, allowing a representation 

dn(r.) (20) B(z) * b + b z + f 
O o> ' t - Z 

where b and b are nonnegative and dn(t) is a nonnegative measure with support in 
o • 

(-»,0]. In dimension 2, B Is al30 constrained by the Identity B(z)B(l/z) - 1. One 
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has B(l) = 1, -j—(1) is the proportion of the material of conductivity z, and the 

Taylor expansion at 1 can be obtained from correlations (multiple integrals in case 

(2)). If one transforms all the information into constraints on B, it usually deter

mines a convex set for the unknown (b ,b ,du); the best estimates for the value of 
o <° 

B(z ) is obtained from an optimization problem whose solution is usually given by a 

rational fraction (with formulas similar to Padë approximants). Finally, we will 

notice that the differential equation (13) enables to compute a "generalized 

Bergman's function" but a lot remains to be done in that direction. 
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